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Abstract— This paper presents a visual compliance strategy
to deal with the problem of fast peg-and-hole alignment with
large position and attitude uncertainty. With the use of visual
compliance and adoption of a light-weight 3-DOF active peg,
decoupled alignment for position and attitude is realized. The
active peg is capable of high-speed motion and with less
dynamic defects than a traditional robot arm. Two high-speed
cameras, one configured as eye-in-hand and the other as eye-
to-hand are adopted to provide with the task-space feedback.
Visual constraints for effecting the visual compliant motion
are analyzed. Alignment experiments show that peg-and-hole
alignment with the proposed approach could be successfully
realized with robust convergence, and on average, the alignment
could be realized within 0.7 s in our experimental setting.

I. INTRODUCTION

Peg-and-hole alignment is a well-addressed topic for
autonomous assembly control. There are two issues for
realizing a general peg-and-hole alignment, the position and
the attitude. Consider a cylindrical peg and a cylindrical
hole in the work space T = SE(3), let ϕ and ψ represent
the heading angle and the pitch angle as shown in Fig.1,
and if we set the position and attitude of the peg and
the hole to be P (x, y, z),H(x, y, z) and P (ϕ,ψ),H(ϕ,ψ)
respectively, the alignment problem is the minimization:
min{| P (x, y, z)−H(x, y, z) | + | P (ϕ,ψ)−H(ϕ,ψ) |}.
The coupling between the position alignment and attitude
alignment exists as a challenging issue for the fast conver-
gence of the alignment process.

Traditionally, peg-and-hole alignment is usually realized
by using mechanical compliance (force control) after re-
alizing contact regulation (position control). Force control
can be done by passive approaches such as the Remote
Center of Compliance (RCC) [1], or active approaches with
force/torque sensors [2].

Peg-and-hole alignment realized by visual feedback con-
trol also holds many advantages, such as flexibility, com-
pensation for system and workspace uncertainty, and good
tolerance to calibration error. Lately several works ad-
dressed the problem of micro peg-and-hole alignment [3],[4].
Since micro-assembly requires high accuracy within a small
workspace, a global, fixed configuration of cameras is favor-
able. But in macro assembly with big workspaces and more
dynamic uncertainties, the eye-in-hand configuration holds
the advantages of higher flexibility, higher accuracy and
occlusion avoidance. Yoshimi et al. [5] proposed an eye-in-
hand approach for peg-and-hole alignment. They showed that
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Fig. 2. Concept

rotational invariance could be incorporated into the strategy
of peg-and-hole alignment, and an image Jacobian estimation
method enables the system to be free of calibration. Their
approach holds the drawback that the alignment process was
complicated and time consuming. Furthermore, they mainly
focused on the position alignment; the attitude alignment
between peg and hole was not studied.

Morel et al. [6] proposed a strategy for peg-in-hole
manipulation with the combination of visual tracking and
force compliance control. Their control scheme involves a
position based impedance controller with force feedback, and
a visual feedback loop to provide the reference trajectory to
the impedance controller. The impedance controller and the
vision-based controller can be designed separately, and the
latter alone can represent the classical image-based visual
servoing method for the peg-and-hole alignment problem.
However, as the experimental results shown in [6], the mod-
eling error and calibration error would affect the alignment
results greatly, and thus the force feedback is needed to
compensate for the forces undesirably generated by the 2D
visual servoing.

Inspired by the so-called visual compliance control [7],
this paper focus on the realization of fast macro peg-and-
hole alignment with position and attitude uncertainty through
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visual feedback only, without the position compensation from
force-feedback control, and of course without the compu-
tation of the insertion trajectory in advance. Castano et al.
[7] proposed the task-level visual compliance control with a
hybrid vision/position control structure. Visual compliance is
analogous to physical compliance, as the robot’s end-effector
maintains contact with a visual constraint surface, and visual
compliant motion moves the end-effector along a projection
ray that passes through the focal center of the camera.

In this study, one of our goal is to realize a high-speed
manipulation. For high-speed operation, dynamic defects
such as backlash due to large inertia, would reduce the
performance of the manipulation. As shown in Fig.2, the
concept of our approach is to compensate for the robot arm’s
dynamics (or the dynamical effects for interacting with the
target) through two aspects. The first aspect is to add a light-
weight high-speed actuator to the end of the robot arm.
The second aspect is using high-speed cameras to provide
with task-space feedback information of the relative pose
between robot and target. This concept is useful in cases
that the dynamics model of the robot arm is not available
while high-speed manipulation is expected. As for the high-
speed actuator, the high-speed hand [8] developed by our
laboratory has been adopted in several applications and good
performance for high-speed dynamic manipulation has been
demonstrated [9].

In this paper, as one of the application of our robot control
concept shown in Fig.2, we exploit a visual compliant motion
strategy for the fast peg-and-hole alignment problem (with
large initial errors) through adoption of a high-speed 3-
DOF active peg cooperating with the robot arm. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows: Section II illustrates
system design and alignment methodology of the proposed
approach. Section III addresses the visual compliant motion
control of the robot arm and the active peg. Experiments are
conducted in Section IV.

II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

A. System design

In accordance with our concept shown in Fig.2, we
designed the system for peg-and-hole alignment study as
shown in Fig.3. The system consists of a 4-DOF high-
speed robot arm, an active peg and two high-speed cameras.
The maximum velocity of the robot arm’s end-effector can
reach 27.22 m/s. One high-speed Eosens vision system is
configured as eye-in-hand and another as eye-to-hand, both
with an image resolution of 720×720 pixels and a feedback
rate of 1000 Hz. An angle of about 20◦ is configured
between the heading direction of the peg and the eye-in-hand
camera on the horizontal plane. The two high-speed cameras
are configured to observe both the hole and the peg, thus the
system falls into the endpoint closed-loop (ECL) category
[12]. The light-weight active peg is realized by a high-speed
3-DOF (two rotational and one prismatic joints) finger with
the peg attached to it, and with a weight of about 0.17 kg.
The two rotational joints are for attitude alignment, and the
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Fig. 3. System configuration

prismatic joint is for the insertion after alignment. The finger
can close its joints at 1800◦/s.

For the better clarify, hereafter we will refer to the eye-
in-hand camera’s frame as Σci with its image plane ξ, and
the eye-to-hand camera’s frame as Σct with the image plane
ζ.

B. Alignment methodology

Consider a static hole with position and attitude uncer-
tainty, the robot should guide the peg to realize the alignment
with the hole’s position and attitude. As for the conventional
methods of peg-and-hole alignment, since the peg is a fixed
tool on the robot arm, it’s not easy to realize a fast and
accurate alignment. Not only do the dynamics of the robot
arm cause unwanted effects, but also, the adjustment of the
position and attitude are coupled, which is not good for fast
convergence.

In this paper, we present a visual compliance strategy with
adoption of a 3-DOF high-speed active peg to deal with
this problem, and we intend to realize a fast peg-and-hole
alignment manipulation. There are three visual constraints
to effect the corresponding visual compliant motions:

• Co-point constraint in images (eye-in/to-hand camera)
for the peg and the hole. This visual compliant motion
is effected on the robot arm. Hereafter we define the
word “Co-point” as: two points located on the same
image plane with a sufficient small distance. As shown
in Fig.4(a), the hole’s endpoint H(x, y, z) and the peg’s
endpoint P (x, y, z) should be controlled to be aligned
on ξend ∈ Z

2 in image plane ξ. Since during the first
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Fig. 4. Visual constraints for effecting visual compliant motion

stage of the alignment, the peg will be motionless, and
this constraint is actually to effect the visual compliant
motion for the robot arm along the projection ray
formed by H(x, y, z) and ξend.

• Line-parallel constraint in images (eye-in-hand camera)
for the peg and the hole, which corresponds to the
plane parallel constraint in Cartesian space. This visual
compliant motion is effected on the robot arm. As
shown in Fig.4(a), the active peg moves within the plane
of σ. The center line of the hole in Cartesian and in
image form the plane of π, and the center line of the
peg in Cartesian and in image form the plane of μ. In
order to keep μ and π to be parallel, the center line of
the hole and the peg should be parallel in the image
plane. This constraint actually realizes the alignment in
the direction of the heading angle ϕ as illustrated in
Fig.1. The robot arm’s joint4 (Fig.3) will be controlled
by this visual constraint to effect the visual compliant
rotational motion.

• Co-point constraint in images (eye-to-hand camera) for
the peg and the hole. This visual compliant motion is
effected on the active peg. As shown in Fig.4(b), once
the hole’s endpoint H(x, y, z) and the peg’s endpoint
P (x, y, z) reach the same position ζend ∈ Z

2 in the
eye-to-hand camera’s image plane ζ, the active peg
should be controlled to keep on the position ζend and
looks like “motionless” while the robot arm is still
moving under the other two visual constraints. This is
to accommodate for the hole’s pitch angle ψ (Fig.1).

III. VISUAL COMPLIANT MOTION CONTROL

For clarifying how the visual compliant motion control is
realized for the robot arm and the active peg, we will look
into them one by one in the order illustrated above. Finally,
the alignment algorithm for combining all of these motions
will be addressed.

A. Co-point constraint (eye-in/to-hand camera)
In [7], a hybrid Jacobian matrix J vc is adopted, with the

first two rows corresponding to vision-based control, and the
third row corresponding to position based control. In this
study, we adopt vision-based control only.

Let ṙe represent the velocity screw of the end-effector rel-
ative to the end-effector’s frame Σe, and ṙci be the velocity

screw of the eye-in-hand camera respected to the camera’s
frame Σci. eW ci is the transformation matrix between ṙe
and ṙci. From the differential motion relationship between
two frames [10], we have

ṙe =
eW ciṙci (1)

with

eW ci =

[
eRc S(etc)

eRc

0 eRc

]
(2)

where eRc,
etc are the rotational matrix and translational

vector between the end-effector frame and the camera frame
Σci, and suppose they have been calibrated ahead. S(etc)
represents the skew-symmetric matrix associated with etc.

Let ξ = (u, v)T be a point in image plane ξ, projected
from the point [X,Y, Z]T in the frame Σci. Let ṙci =
[Tx, Ty, Tz, ωx, ωy, ωz]

T , then we have

ξ̇ = J imgṙci (3)

where J img is the classical image Jacobian matrix [11],

J img =

[
f
Z 0 − u

Z −uv
f

u2+f2

f −v
0 f

Z − v
Z − v2+f2

f
uv
f u

]
(4)

where f is the camera’s focal length, and Z is depth
information.

Follow the method of the partitioned approach for image-
based visual servoing approach [11], we change Eqn.(3) to
be

ξ̇ = J tzTz +J ref ṙref (5)

where ṙref = [Tx, Ty, ωx, ωy, ωz]
T , J tz is the third column

of J img , and J ref is formed by the rest five columns of
J img . Then we have

ṙref = J +
ref (ξ̇ −J tzTz) (6)

where, J +
ref represents the pseudo-inverse for J ref . The

camera’s z−axis translational control is given by

Tz = γ[α(mdis(ζh
end − ζp

end)) + (1− α)(ζhatt − ζpatt)](7)

where γ is a scalar gain factor, ζh
end = (u′h, v

′
h)

T ,∈ Z
2

refers to the hole’s endpoint, and ζp
end = (u′p, v

′
p)

T ,∈ Z
2

represents the peg’s endpoint, ζpatt ∈ Z
1 is for the peg’s

attitude and ζhatt ∈ Z
1 for the hole’s attitude, α (0 < α <

1) is a scalar normalizing factor. mdis(·) represents the
Manhattan distance calculation defined as

mdis(ζh
end − ζp

end) =| u′h − u′p | + | v′h − v′p | (8)

Note that the image features related to Eqn.(7) are all from
the eye-to-hand camera’s image plane ζ. Here we only care
about the one direction regulation to avoid the local minimum
of Tz , which means α(mdis(ζh

end−ζp
end)) and (1−α)(ζhatt−

ζpatt) have the same sign. The attitude for the peg ζpatt is
defined as

ζpatt = δv′/δu′ (9)
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with δv′, δu′ the image coordinate differences between the
peg’s two endpoints in image plane ζ. ζhatt is defined by the
same method.

With Tz and ṙref we then reconstruct the camera’s motion
vector ṙci = [Tx, Ty, Tz, ωx, ωy, ωz]

T , and with Eqn.(1) we
can obtain the end-effector’s velocity screw ṙe. After that,
with the robot arm’s forward kinematics and its Jacobian
matrix, we can further calculate the corresponding joint
angles.

It should be pointed out, in order to construct the image
Jacobian J img , the depth Z should be known. Here, we
roughly estimate it from the eye-to-hand camera’s images
by

Ẑ = Lp
| ζp

end − ζh
end |

ζpl
+Kcp (10)

where Lp is the peg’s length which is known, ζpl ∈ Z
1 is

the length of the peg in ζ, and | ζp
end−ζh

end | represents the
distance from the peg to the hole. Kcp is the compensation
part due to the offset from the peg to the eye-in-hand camera.

B. Line-parallel constraint (eye-in-hand camera)

The robot arm’s joint4 (as shown in Fig.3) is adopted
to fit for an arbitrary heading angle of the hole by visual
compliant motion. Hereafter, we will refer it as the attitude
accommodating joint. In fact, in order to realize line parallel
constraint motion considering the peg’s motion, the easiest
way is to configure the eye-in-hand camera in such a way
that the vertical plane passing through the optical axis of
the camera is coincide with the plane σ (Fig.4(a)). Thus we
simply adjust the hole’s attitude in images to be vertical
to keep the constraint, since the peg’s attitude in images
is always the same whether it moves or not. This actually
requires the camera to be set in the center of the end-effector
with strict accuracy relative to the peg’s pose, whereas it
is usually difficult to realize due to limited physical space
and assembly error. In our case, the eye-in-hand camera and
the peg are configured with an angle, and we adopt a new
image feature ξhead ∈ Z

1 to realize the parallel constraint
regulation. ξhead is defined as the ratio between hole’s length
ξhl ∈ Z

1 and its attitude value ξhatt ∈ Z
1 in images

ξhead = ξhl /ξ
h
att (11)

where ξhl is defined by the Manhattan distance between the
hole’s two endpoints in images, and ξhatt is defined as

ξhatt = δv/δu (12)

with δv, δu the image coordinate differences between the
hole’s two endpoints in ξ.

Let us check the new image feature ξhead under different
pose of the hole. With the condition that the 3D position
and the pitch angle’s alignment between peg and hole have
been realized, we move the attitude accommodating joint.
As Fig.5 shows, with the attitude accommodating joint’s
rotation, the hole’s attitude changes in images and a different
configuration of the hole will need a different rotation angle
for alignment. When the attitude of the peg and that of the
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hole reach the same value, we write down the corresponding
value of the new image feature. We could see that in three
situations, the value of ξhead is 74, 73 and 73 (the unit has
been normalized from pixels), and even if we do more tests
with different configurations of the hole, we still find that
ξhead varies around 73 with small errors. Although here we
will omit the strict deviation of this approximately invariant
parameter, we adopt ξhead as the image feature for the
regulation of the attitude accommodating joint to realize the
visual complaint motion. However calibration for ξhead is
needed. During the experiments, we will see that this new
image feature could work very well for the alignment. The
control law for this visual compliant motion is

τhead = −Kp
head(ξhead − ξ∗head)−Kd

headq̇ + g (13)

where, Kp
head,K

d
head are positive gain factors, τhead is the

input torque for the attitude accommodating joint, ξ∗head is
the calibrated value of ξhead for alignment, q̇ is the joint
velocity, and g is the gravity compensation mainly due to
the camera (the active peg is light-weight). Note that, the
value of ξ∗head is mainly affected by the external parameters
of the eye-in-hand camera.

C. Co-point constraint (eye-to-hand camera)

As have been defined above, the attitude of peg and hole in
the eye-to-hand camera’s images are ζpatt, ζ

h
att respectively.

These two are mainly reflecting the pitch angle ψ (Fig.1).
Suppose the attitude angle of the peg is initially smaller than
the hole’s, under the robot arm’s visual compliant motion, the
hole’s endpoint H(x, y, z) and the peg’s endpoint P (x, y, z)
reach the same point ζend = (u′0, v

′
0)

T in image plane ζ.
Since the robot arm is still moving, the peg’s endpoint will
generate a small displacement Δζend = (Δu′,Δv′)T from
ζend in images. With the resolved-rate control, the active
peg is controlled to eliminate the displacement, and as a
result, the pitch angle of the peg becomes larger until the
regulation finishes, and the adjusting process acts like the
physical compliant motion. The control law for the active
peg is

τ peg = −Kp
pegJ

T (
Lp

ζpl
Δζend)−Kd

pegq̇p + g (14)

where, Kp
peg,K

d
peg are positive definite coefficient matrices,

τ peg are input torques for the active peg’s two rotational
joints, and q̇p is the peg’s joint velocity, Lp/ζ

p
l acts as a

scale factor, g is the gravity compensation, and JT is the
transpose of the active peg’s Jacobian matrix. More details
for the task-space PD control could be found in [13].
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It should be noted that this simple approach is fit for
our high-speed visual feedback and the high-speed active
peg which has big friction forces for the joints, thus the
dynamic effects from the robot arm could be transferred to
the endpoint of the peg, and visual compliant motion can be
realized.

D. Peg-and-hole alignment

The peg-and-hole alignment is realized with the combina-
tion of the three visual compliant motions described above.
The algorithm flow is shown in Fig.6. To summarize, we have
four convergence criteria from the two cameras for judging
whether the alignment realized or not. They are: errξend =
ξpend−ξhend, the error between the peg and the hole’s endpoint
in image plane ξ; errξhead = ξhead − ξ∗head, the error input
for the line-parallel compliant motion; errζatt = ζpatt − ζhatt,
the attitude error between peg and hole in image plane ζ; and
errζd =| ζp

end − ζh
end |, the distance between peg and hole’s

endpoint. The convergence time for alignment is defined as
the time between the start of phase 1 and the end of phase 2
(Fig.6).

During the phase 2 (Fig.6), since the active peg will be
regulated to realize visual compliant motion, ξpend would
change, whereas the robot arm takes ξpend as the target
position for regulation. Since we want to realize a fast
manipulation for the robot arm, a group of relatively large
proportional gain factors is adopted. The high-speed active
peg’s motion may bring sudden changes of ξpend, which
would cause unwanted effects for the robot arm’s dynamic
performance. In order to deal with such problem, as well
as to prevent the sudden impact from the right start of the
regulation due to the initial large visual errors, a shunting
model [14] filter is adopted to modify the visual error
errξend = ξpend − ξhend. The shunting model is a neural-
dynamics model and a typical shunting equation can be
described as

dxi
dt

= −Axi + (B − xi)S
e
i (t)− (D + xi)S

i
i(t) (15)

where xi ∈ �1 is the neural activity of ith-neuron. A,B and
D are nonnegative constants describing the passive decay
rate, the upper and lower bounds of xi respectively. Se

i and
Si
i are the excitatory input and the inhibitory input to the

neuron respectively. The shunting model has the properties
of automatic gain control, the state response bounded to the
finite region [−D,B], and smooth outputs even with inputs
having sudden stimulus. Let the upper and lower bounds
B = D, then the steady-state solution of Eqn.(15) is given
by

xi = xi
B

A+ | xi |
, B = D (16)

Then we have

errξend = errξend
B

A+ | errξend |
(17)

Note that the parameter B decides the bounds, and A
affect the duration time to reach the steady state.
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IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setting

The active peg’s outside diameter was 10 mm, and the
hole’s inner diameter was 14 mm. We set the stroke of the
insertion for the peg into the hole to be 20 mm. For both
peg and hole, two marks made of light-reflecting material
were fixed on the end part to indicate the peg and the hole’s
endpoints. We set the length for hole and peg to be 40 mm
and 24 mm respectively. The image processing algorithm
calculated the moment feature for each mark to generate
peg’s and hole’s image position (ξpend, ξhend in image plane
ξ; ζp

end, ζh
end in image plane ζ), attitude angle (ξhatt in ξ;

ζpatt, ζ
h
att in ζ), and the length information (ξhl in ξ; ζpl in

ζ).
The hole was fixed on a pan-tilt platform with 50 mm

offset from the platform’s center, thus the hole’s position
H(x, y, z) and its attitude H(ϕ,ψ) could be set to different
configurations. In the experiments, three different config-
urations were set randomly for the hole, and then three
times’ alignments were realized continuously. For the first
alignment, from 0 - 5.0 s is for moving the active peg and
the hole to the preparation pose. For the second and third
alignment, the preparation time takes 0.7 s. The insertion
takes 0.5 s for each alignment (if alignment succeeds).

B. Experimental result

Figure 8 and 9 show the process of the peg-and-hole
alignment for three different configurations of the hole
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TABLE I
AVERAGE ALIGNMENT PERFORMANCE.

Pose Converge time (s) Success rate (%)
1 0.39 85
2 0.68 90
3 0.53 85

with two different point of view. The position and attitude
alignment for the three times were converged at 0.366 s,
0.714 s, 0.456 s respectively (excluding the preparation time
and insertion time), and then the insertions were triggered.

As shown in Fig.7(a), from the view of the eye-in-hand
camera, the peg’s position realized alignment with the hole’s
position for the three times, and as Fig.7(b) shows, for the
regulation of the heading attitude by the image feature ξhead,
also reached the reference value for each time. From the view
of the eye-to-hand camera, as Fig.7(c) shows, the attitude
regulation for the pitch angle realized convergence for each
time; in Fig.7(f), the image distances between the peg and
hole’s endpoint when alignment converged for three times
were almost the same. From Fig.7(e), we can see that while
the active peg conducted the visual compliant motion, the
peg’s endpoint could be kept within a small range although
affected by the arm’s motion and its dynamics. Finally,
Fig.7(d) shows the image trajectory for the hole and the peg’s
endpoint during the first alignment. Since the insertion of the
peg into the hole will cause the peg’s endpoint (mark) lost
in the cameras, there are three jumps of the image features
to zero. Table I shows the average convergence time, success
rate of the hole’s three different pose for 20 trials.

In the experiment, for three configurations of the hole,
the success rate of the alignment (insertion of the peg
into the hole successfully conducted) was about 85%, with
an average time of about 0.7 s (excluding the preparation
time). The failures have happened mainly due to the position
misalignment, which resulted from the noises of the images
and the dynamics of the robot arm to our analysis. Since in
the experiment, we set the peg’s outside diameter and the
hole’s inner diameter to be 10 mm, 14 mm respectively,
the tolerance error for the insertion is ±2 mm (Suppose
the attitude have been aligned well). The videos of the
experiment can be found on the website [15].

C. Discussion

As addressed in the experimental result, the misalignment
had partially resulted from the dynamics of the robot arm.
In other words, the results were affected by the robot arm’s
dynamics in the directions along the two axes of the image
plane ξ during the phase 2 (Fig.6). As a matter of fact, cur-
rently the active peg can only conduct 2D motion due to the
limited DOFs, and the dynamic compensation as proposed
in our concept (Fig.2) could only be realized in the direction
along the projection ray formed by H(x, y, z) and ξend
(Fig.4(a)). In order to compensate for the other directions’
dynamic effects brought by the robot arm, corresponding
DOFs need to be added.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a visual compliance approach
for macro peg-and-hole alignment with two high-speed cam-
eras and a high-speed 3-DOF active peg. Large position
and attitude uncertainty of the hole was addressed. By
exploiting the visual constraints for the alignment process,
visual compliant motion could be effected to realize a robust
and fast convergence. With the eye-in-hand and eye-to-hand
configured high-speed vision sensors, task-space regulation
was realized. As a result, the alignment of peg and hole
with position and attitude uncertainty could be realized with
robust convergence in most cases. For most cases of the
alignment, the convergence could be realized within 0.7 s
under our experimental setting, with a success rate about
85%. Since the failures mainly resulted from the noises of
our simple image processing algorithms as well as the robot
arm’s dynamics, a much robust image feature extracting
algorithm may improve the success rate.

As for the application, we think the visual servoing ap-
proach for peg-and-hole alignment with position and attitude
uncertainty is directly applicable for the cases with rough
accuracy requirement, and also can be applied for high ac-
curacy applications as a pretreatment step to reduce jamming
or wedging conditions that usually happen in traditional
approaches.

Although we can say the robot arm’s dynamics have been
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compensated by the visual compliant motion of the active
peg in the limited direction, since currently the active peg
can only conduct constrained 2D motion, there are lacking
of DOFs in other directions for further compensation. In the
future work, we would like to develop an active peg with
more DOFs to realize a more fast and accurate manipulation.
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